**Volunteer Management**

- **318** volunteers have been engaged in Educational Activities
- **46** volunteers have donated blood for thalassemia children in the 2 blood donation camps conducted on the occasion of Swami Vivekananda Jayanti
- **120** New Volunteers were oriented about the organisation & opportunities
- **10** volunteers are involved in leading/ coordinating YFS activities

**Education**

- NMMS application training has been done for Teachers. Total applications from North **2859** and South **4190**.
- NMMS crash course is started for Bengaluru Urban Students - **1000+** students are getting benefited.
- NMMS qualified students data has been updated in the portal. **3** level approval is done.
- VidyaMitra project has been started in few schools. Training for the volunteers is done.
Bangalore Chapter

**College Relations**

- **78** Credit Volunteers/ Interns were engaged in the month of January 2022
- Karnataka youth policy survey awareness sessions are conducted for **40** students and received **480** responses
- **112** students have attended National Youth Day session on Swami Vivekananda-Life and message to youth.

**Health**

- Conducted **3** webinars on following topics - Shield Yourself from Omicron, Cervical Cancer Awareness and **3rd** Wave and Adolescent vaccination.
- Girl Child Day Online Program- students of Prasanna Jyothi & Surabhi Theertashram.
- Completed AHAP Session in **1** school in Bangalore (GHPS Chandranagara)
- Trained **24** Arogya mitra workers on TMP application in Mysore division & Visited **16** Tribal villages during field trial. Total **73** patients were consulted.
Bangalore Chapter

- **Aalamban**
  255 students Payments completed.

- **VidyaChetana**
  739 students Payments completed.

- **Vivekananda Jayanthi**
  Virtual celebration of 159th Vivekananda Jayanthi on 9th Jan. The topic was - 'Life and Message of Swami Vivekananda’. 130 students participated. 59 VC scholars spread the message of vivekananda in their localities.

- **Orientation Program**
  Conducted Youth For Seva and Vidya Chetana orientation for new scholars on 23rd January, 414 students participated.

- **VC scholar’s engagement as volunteers**
  Animal feeding Volunteering at Ramakrishna Vivekananda Ashrama, Hubballi on 25th Jan on account of Swami Vivekananda Jayanthi – 6 students participated.

---

**Corporate Projects**

- MNRED books and Teacher Training supported by HP & LSEG
- Health and Hygiene 31 sessions in 7 Angas Schools conducted
- ELEP Program installation completed at 24 new Schools, 14 new orders placed for Mysore and Turknur Taluk.
- Installation of Digital X-Ray machine is complete, currently being used at Kumbal
- 1720 sapling at Markambia Vana, Sirsi will be watered with the well dug on site.
- Hasru Payana and other events conducted at Sirsi, Hubli and Belgaum
- Sewing machine centers - 2nd batch Sewing machine training started at Diddige, Aavbar & Kukhang
- Food processing units - Initial work to get FSSAI license started in Diddige.
Strategic Partnership with NGOs

- 7 new NGOs met and interacted
- 1 volunteer connected to Special School for 15 days for volunteering.
- 2 volunteers connected to Partner NGO for content creation.
- Volunteers required for 1 week for an annual day celebration of a special school – Manonandana, BSK 3rd stage
- YFS volunteer donated competitive exam text books to Partner NGO Surabhi foundation

Other volunteering opportunities

- Teaching Spoken English at a Govt School near your home.
- Volunteering for Vidya Mithra: Academic mentoring programme for SSLC students
- Regular Coordination/ leading projects/ activities.

Kindly get in touch with your respective coordinator to get connected with the opportunities.